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Read Fearless Salary Negotiation, take notes, then follow Josh Doody's step-by-step negotiation process. Your future self will thank you.

- Josh More

"Salary negotiation doesn't have to be scary - it's a skill you can learn, practice, and improve. Read Fearless Salary Negotiation, take notes, then follow Josh Doody's step-by-step negotiation process. Your future self will thank you."

Fearless Salary Negotiation provides a thoughtful salary negotiation and market research framework. I used it to negotiate $10,000 more in base salary at a new firm.

- John Miller, Financial Advisor

I applied Josh's salary negotiation method and got a much better job where I'm paid what I'm worth. Wish I had read that portion of the book in my first few working years.

- John Miller, Financial Advisor


"How do I create a newsletter that works?" is one of the most common questions that we are asked as an email marketing software. At first impact, the topic of newsletter creation may seem to be one of the easiest elements of marketing: you open an email programme, write up your text, choose your contact list and send. Unfortunately though, this is not so easy - at least not if you want it to be successful. If you want your newsletter to have the desired outcome, you need to nail its creation.

To incentivize customers to complete it, you can, for example, give away freebies. Choosing a newsletter software. Before you start creating newsletters, you need to have the means to do it. Fearless Creating guides the reader, whether an experienced artist or someone just starting out, past the pitfalls that appear in each stage of the process. By following Dr. Maisel's exercises related both to the world at hand and the ongoing struggles of artistic life, readers will emerge from this book with a completed work of art and a new perspective on their potential to be a fearless creator.

A featured speaker at writers' conferences and a regular contributor to Writer's Digest, psychotherapist Eric Maisel has written twenty-two works of fiction and nonfiction including The Creativity Book, Deep Writing, A Life in the Arts, Fearless Creating, and Affirmations for Artists. He lives near San Francisco.